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(t&&-y’s Note: The Comnittes met at the Sandia Laboratory in 

Albuquerque on July 12, and at Los Alamos on the three succeeding 

Qys. Except for an executive session of the Colrrmittee on,the night 

of July U, the first three days were devoted to program briefings : 

by the Sandia, Los Alamos, and Liver-more laboratories. These 

briefings were also attended by members of the Military Liaison 
: 

Concnittea, the Coordinating Committee on Atomic Energy and its 
\ 

Technical Advisory Panel, A list of the expected attendance at . 

the briefings, furnished at Sandia, is attached as Appendix C. 

Dr. Wigner was unable to attend this Meeting.) 
. 

i 
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FIRST SESSION _ ',, 

(Juls 12; 1954) 

The Committee met (it the Sax& Laboratory) at 8810 a.m. All 

Sandia * members exce$ Dr. Wigier we& present. 
Briefings . 1, 

The Secretary and Mr. Tome1 

were p&sent6 In ad&.&on; other groups as noted in\Appendix C, and ’ 

members of the Sandra staff attended. 

The session was opened by Mr. James W. &Rae, w& mlcomed the 
. . - 

Sandia &~ore kd 
Laboratofi 

remarked briefly on the Sandia Laboratory and its status. 

that the past year had been marked by the consolidation -He mentioned 

of the staff %nto groups and that the staff size had levelled off at 

Xi sslle 
&llFca- 
t:_c%3 

53OQ-5400 people. About 45% of the laboratory's effort is devoted to 

production activities, 55% to research and developent, He classified 

the latter as follows: specifio weapons development end design, 53%; 
, 

field testing, 18%; quality assurance, 13%; research, U$; and informa- 

tion services, !$, The first two presentations were to be cn weapon3 

development and design. - 

Mr. L. A. Hopkins discussed missile applications. He emphasized 

at the start the severity of the logistics problems involved in the 

use of missile-borne atomic warheads, and said it was time to reconsider 

the stockpiling of complete warheads. Mr. Ii~pkin~ showd slides pic%ur- 

ing various missiles, and discussed each in turn. After commenting 

on the Honest John rocket (Arsy) and the ITavy depth bomb, he nenticzecl 

the following as pssible carriers for thermonuclear weapons; Rascal; 

Regulus-2 (500 mile range); Snark (one mile accuracy at 5000 miles); 

Redstone; Navaho II; and Atlas. He said it has urgent to decide wkstker 
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Air 
Rocket 
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large eize atomio (XW4.3) or class C thermonuclear 
. . _ 

. . 

. carried by the Snark and Redstone missiles. 

weapona weretoba 

Mr. Hopkins turned next to the subject of air 
. . 

defense weapons, 

~mentioningr the Navy Taloe, eventually to carry an optimized 
. 

warheadj the Arng~ Nlke-B, to carry a 30" warhead; the Air Force F99 

Bon&c; and, in the conce&ual stage, air-to-air rockets, The Taloe 

and Nike-B are to be operational by early '57, :" 

. 

The new hi&o& rocket program was considered in some detail, , 
. 

The tightest kind of ayste& study on this application is necessary. 

The results of analyses relating time of flight, yield, and aircraft 

kill and safety were presented. 

A.specia.l systems study group, involving 

Sandia, Los Alamoa, and the Special l?eapons Conrand, has been set up 

to consider the interrelated problems of the aircraft, rocket, warhead, 

fuze, and fire-control, and to optimize this weapon system. It xill 

have a very tight program for the next t-m years. 

Some other general aspects of aFr defense barheads were next 

discussed: (a) safety (requirement high, Z-unit %nportant, in-flight- 

Aircraft insertion and in-flight-retraction problems); (b) hi.eh altitude effects 
I;'x+eads 

(on high voltage sources); (C) readiness (corrosion problems); large -- 

. __--- . 
nu&ers.needed..- These conai&rations all point to the desirability of 

a "canned warhead". Some ideas as to what this might look 

ex~mally ~.*re pzxuented, 
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Ihe last subject discussed by ti; Henderson was the thermonuclear 
:: 

Two- weapon program, The !&l.4, m-16, and TX-17 co&tit&s our emergency 
Stags : . I 
k!e apons thermorklear capability. TX-Y, and ‘1x-16 are ib be retired, There is 

a progkm to develop a paraohute for the TX-17 for 8 &naller time of ; 

fall than the presen Automatic nuclear insertion is 
. t 

being w&ked on. ’ .’ Contact fuzing, desired for surface burst applications 
. . 

is being &ked on, bit presents difficult problems. It will not be 

available for at least two years~ _ .- () .‘- “. 

The k-15 is the'weapon considered to fill the clktss4 'IN 

m-15 requirement; Sandia has assumed responsibility for the detailed 

internal engineering of this weapon, and has'thus become, for the 

first time, involved in nuclear design, The particular program is 

subject to control by Los Alemos. The first delivery to $Se stockpile 

is scheduled for April30, 1955. The bomb-is engineered for storage 

as a completely assembled unit, except for the tail fins. 1t.is 

equipped with barometric and protity fuzes; some consider contact 

fuzing a lfmustll. 

The 17,400 lb 'IX-21 is in its infancy. Mr. Henderson said that 

a lightened version might eventually take the place of the TX-15 in 

filling the class C requirement. The TX-U appears to be compatible 

with the B-58 aircraft 

An effort will be 

thermonuclear fh%apons. 

(Hustler). _ 

made to standardize the fuzing in the different 

CczLact _;-,-_--- There were some questions and discussions by the group, mainly on 
Fuse 
Diffi- fuzing for surface burst applications. There seems to be a divergence 
cul+,ies 
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After questions and discussion there was a 15-minute bkdc, 'he 

meeting was resumed at 9:45 a.m. 
. r 

.: 
The next presentation, on fuzing questions, bomb release methods,' 

and the thermonuclear weapon program was made by Mr. R, W, Henderson.; 

He retiewed 

In order to 

substituted 

the develoFgnents in fusing strategic and tactical bombs; .a 

simpli~ field logistics,barometrio fusing (fuze A) “8 

for the earlier radar fuzing in stratGg4.c .weapons. A 

contact fuee is also used. Fuse B, developed for tactical applications 
; - : 

, 
of the MK-7 bomb has radar air burst, timer, and contact fuies. kth 

;'. ._ . 

respect to the number of options (burst alti'tude,'.sep&at~on times, 
: . . . . 

etc.) which the tactical fuee should present to the pilot; operating 

experience and systems studies have indicated 

options should be reduced. 'When agreement on 

the simplification will be applied a&oss the 

The problem of retarding trajector&s &I 

. ’ 

that the present seven 

iekails has 'been reached, 

board,, 

order to gLve the plane 

time to get away was discussed, An air brake, k!l.led the Rotochute 

and working on the autogyro principle, is being-tested.. .On the RX-7 

it reduces the terminal velocity in drop tests from 

9 

Hr. Henderson nek discussed various carrying arrangements for 

the MC-7 bomb (external versus bomb bq for supersonic delivery). 
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of opinion whether praximity fusing is satisfactory: 
. 

about contact fuzing $JI the two-stage weapons at-&es 

*The difficulty 

from the facts 

that in these weapons and that 
‘kj( ,: -” f 

I . 

the bomb bays of the availzye carriers do not have sufficient space ; 

for fuze assembly kxternal to the case. It was suggested that a 

&.lking sticks arrangement might be resorted to. 

This discussion concluded the morning meeting, and the session 

was adjourned at ll:OO a.m. Between this time and noon the groups 

visited a mock-up room in which various warheads and missile mountings 

were shown. The exhibits 3nclud.ed.a full TX-15 assembly. 

SECOND SESSION 

(July 12, 1954) 

This session began at 12:45 p,m; 

the first session, 

After introductory remarks by Mr. 

Attendance was the same aa at 

&Rae, the subject of weapon 

Keapon effects, as they come into systems studies, was discussed by Mr. S. C. 
Effect3 

Hight. The Sandia Laboratory's primary interest. in this subject is in 

1eaxGng how best to fuze. Tactical and air defense uses are receixixg 

particular attention at present. 

Mr. Hight gave a list of the phenoneca of 

approbate scaling laws in terms of yield, W, 

inierest, their 

end in some cases 
I 

ciis5mce. He also listed kill and safe criteria. 

_ 10 
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Phenomenon Kill 
. 

. cruebingoverpressurf3 6 psi 

. dynamio pressure 
(wind force) 

thermal. 

1 pel 

10 Cal/cm* 

penetrating radiation 5000 r (hdiiitej 
700 r (delayed) 

&Iuced contamination " 

2 Cal/cm* 

25-50 r ... 

_ Oel r/cW 

Approtite 
Safe Scalzlng Factors 

1 psi 

0.1 pei 

W, D* : 

W, D* 

$3 

fallout 

craters 

n 

less than 1.5 
crater radii 

11 WV3 

. * . w’l/3 

fireball $13 

The presentation was aided by a large number of "height of burst 

charts" for the various weapons effects. Some of the points brought 

out were the following: There is a "bonus factor" in the scaled 

effects (on a light steel frame structure, for example) of 1 MT versus 

those of 1 KT, due to the longer wind duration with the higher yield 

explosion. Against aircraft, dynamic pressure and penetrating radia- 

tion effects seem the most important. (F’or a 2 KT shot against a E-29 

at 10,000 ft the 5000 r radiation envelope reaches out farther than 

the thermal and wind effects, except in certain directions in which 

the last have a greater lethal range. At 40,000 ft radiation has a 

larger lethal radius than any other effect.) With respect to surface 
1 

contamination, induced activity predominates over fallout for high 

altitude bursts._ 
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Next, after a few questions, Dr. Walter MacNah 

. 

_ _-ALi_ -- 

._. 

subjects, &duct testing and the external inithtor program, 

. 

discussed two 

Dr. MadNair contrasted product testing in the manufacture of 
I . , 

Product nuclear tiapons with the usual manufactu&_ng situation in which items ; 
Testing : : 

are produced for pubUc use in large quantities; In the latter case 

large scale customer use suppfiea an 
. . 

on the item, 'a method not appl&able 

overall statistical quality test 

to nuclear weapons. The Sandia 

Laboratory attempts to invent and develop substitutes for customer 

use testing; this effort accounts for about one third of the labora- 

tory's total budget. T& tests include laboratory determinations of 

the ?eactions of components to environmental conditions (impact, 

vibration, acceleration, cl.Jmatic exposure); wind tunnel e 

on bomb shape; and full s&ale field tests. In the latte 

Gstrumented (non-nuolear) 

out, for example -- al 

assurance program is c 

check inspections. Finally, each completed stockpile item is sub- 

jected to a continuing surveillance. The surveillance program begins 

hith a complete non-destructi= test when the item arrives 5.n the 

stczkpile. It is tested subsequently at intervals of not less than 

eighteen months. The present stockpile items are tested every five 

mon%hs, on the average. In anshzr to questions, Dr. %cNair said 

that components in the stockpile occasionally fail to meet specifica- 

tions, but there is practically never a bomb that wouldn't work. 



. 

The engkieerlng status of the eiernal utiator has next 
- * . .I, . :_- . , 

Exte$nal desc&ed. 
Initiators 5 . . ~. 

The neutron 30~x0 is the D-T reaction, tritium ione 
. . : 

: 
beink neneiated and acoelerated to a Ti.4 target. The unit produces n 

- 

_.__ _ ._w- ---- - - , Significant size reductions have been ac- 

cornpushed, and the unit is now compatible with the MK-7 bomb. It 

may also be compatible with the TX-12. _. 

Dr. MacNair said that the present'units have one chance'in 1'70 
. 

of not performing properly. This can probably be improved by selec- 

procedures. The interim solution 

r‘s would reqtire testing e=ry- 

90 days. .. 
. - 

It is hoped that improvements will allow the tests to be 
I 

put on a six month basis. The timing condensers require particular 
I 

attention. 

This initiator would present simpler testing problems in the 

stockpile than Tom, but more complicated 

In the question perio$,the following points hzre brought out: 
_.P.. .* 

Cmparedmthe etiernal initiator has the ad- 

vantages of (a) bpti.m.,zm tining, (b) sipler nuclear ssfetig 

problems, and (c) applicability to special assemblies, such 

as hollow spheres. The-reasons for using it are ths entirely 

different?frm the reasons for substituting 

longer shelf-Ufe 
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A program is coming along on nucleeir safeing of high 

keld weapons; however the m5litary r&&emezk I&s not yet 

been formulated, 

Considerable htereet was shown in proximity and contact ; 

fL1zes. The proximity fuze program is being pushed; it ie 

hoped that 400 will be available for experimental purposes by 

the end of the year. The problems of contact fuzing two-stage 

weapon8 are great ; pne doea not know hdw to do it at p&sent. 

This session was adjourned -at 3:lO p.m. 

THIRD SESSION 

- (July 13, 1954) . 

The briefings were resumed at 9105 a.& ti the S conference 

Los room at Los Alamos. Those present were: all members of the Cctittee 
Ll~OS 

. _'. 
.: cu... 

_?+ief- except Dr. Wigner; the Secretary and Mr. Tomei; the other visiting 
ings 

_ _ i 

groups (Appendix C); and members of the Los Alamos 'staff. 

Dr. Bradbury opened the meeting by welcoming the visitors and 

introducing the LASL presentations. 

In the first talk, Dr. Craves reviewed the results of the Castle 

2s~,-Lew 
of Castle 

ntioned changes made during the tests: c 

ot in view of the high 

The following ta%lation gives essentially final results as to yield 
. 

and alpha of the various shots. 
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Predicted 
Yield 

Total Yield Yield ’ 
(ball of from fission 

fim) ( radiochemi Cal) * 
Alpha - 
Shake-t 

4-8 MT 15 f 0,s ti 

l-7 

l-6 

C8. Il. 

ca; 2(1.7) 

il f 0.5 

7 -f d.5 

13.3 i 1.0 

1.7 f a3 

. 

of the results 

.waa that made 02 the basis . 

ota-listed were 

The fission fields 

observed werx 

except in the 

The time 

prirmryand~ 

he expectedyatio to &he tdtal yields, 

. ’ 

croseconds between detonation of the 
-_ _ . 

iThe figures 

in parentheses am those which were predicted before the shots. 

Radiochemical fast neutron detectors (by n,2n) placed at various 
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Commenting on fall-out measurements, Dr. Graves mentioned diffi- 

cultiea in 

as well as 

data would 

(.. 

recovering the buoys and barges (after shot cancellations 

after the actual shots) and said that he believed the best 

come from measurements-made on'the &ceqn water. (wg ; 

occurs in a turbulent surface layer of llmited depth,) Fallout was 

sufficient to give an integrated dose greater than ,OO r over an area 

of joOO-6000 square miles. The Navy wash-down system pro&d to be of 

great value on the vessels exposed to fallout. Dr. 'Graves believed . I * 

that the integrated fallout f&m the barge shots Was about the ssms 

from the land shota, but spread over a larger area. 

Next, Dr. R, 33. Schreiber reviewed "the present status of weapons 

Present following immediately from the Castle operatione. The following table 
S~,at#us 
TN gives the essential information. 
Weapons 

NcFe 
(or next' 

kin) of Class - 

A- 

Weight Yield 
Iuounds) '(megatons)_ 

-_ . 

A 

A 

C 

32,CQO 

n 

I1 . 

7,400 

Status 

Limited production. To 
be retired by Sept.30,'5& 

IE production. 

In production. 

Scheduled for stoclqfle 
Dec'54 " 

%$at t&e p;oduction 
off7-Oand244ti~ 
cease. 

5 

Stockpile entry E 
ca. April t55. 

z 
Stockpile entry + 

ca. August '55. g 
P+ 

be used, depending ont7e 

16 
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The class entries abovs refer to guidance desc&tions established 

TN 
:; . 

by the military, and have the following meanings; 8ppruudmatel-y. 
Weapon 
Classes Class A;' weight 5,0,000 lb or lese, m&mum yield 

Bi 23,OOC to be reduced to 15,090, (1 1' 

@*' 
; 

c: 8500 or les8, 81 at ‘(* 

D; 3000 to 4000, 
\ 

‘cc 

The TX-14 has serious operational disadvantages, in th 

as a ready weapon. _ 

some to assemble, and is quite expensive. Hence, ‘LASL &US recommended 

it be considered only as an interim device. Its components will be 

refabricated. 

The listed as 17-1, above; has some major engineering 

changes, from the Mod-O, which introduce new problems of fabrication 

. -_ - 
from the weaponry standpoint.__ The main changes ire: _ 

0) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) ' 

-___.a --. . 

._ 
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I Dr; Schreiber, in 

equivalent oralloy and 

follows, 

response to a question from Mr. Winns listed the 

~i6 costs of the various two-stage weapons as 

_ -.%.- -_. . -_ .- . 

93.5% OY 37.5% oy Li6D ~i6 
kn kg U232 kr U235_ gnrichnent 

17* 

24-o 

17-l 

24-l 

3-5-o 

21-O 

_lI 

?-St F *-Jr 
*The 17-O also uses 

Lt._ ;I ,b 
w:ebLd i 

Each weapon also requires 

93.5% oralloy for the 
DQE ~~R~;~;gTZ~ 
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At this point: there was a 204xlnnt0 break. The b&Singe were 
8 * , 

Forward remzned at 11:00 a.m.) at which time Dr. 
Looking 
Pros- lookring proe+&'in two-stage heaponen, 
pecta. 
in !uI- Dr. Mark began by comnenting'on the 

Carson Mark discuaaod "forward 

fact that the yields of the 
Weapons 

Castle shota were substantially 

L5.-7 as 
b ?uel 

MS ie now understood in terms 

hi.- 
fonnity 

,_-*_-a-;- - of 
C ompres -. 
sion 

had formerly been asstied to be 
, 

liquid deuterium; _” : 

higher than predicted, in most cases. : 

of nuclear reactions of lithium-7, which 

a much less good fuel than Uthium-6 oc 
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Weight; 

Class 
D Candi 
ilake 
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Lrcssove; 
Class D _ .fT’ -2-s - - 

_- . .znd 
_ f. Boosted, 

Fission' 

. 
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I This session was adjourned at 12:15 p,m. 

FOURTH SESSION 

(July .13, 1954) 

The briefings were resumed at 1:30 porn. Dr. Bradbury introduced 

Tacfical Dr. Duncan MacDougall, who talked on the developrt of tactical we~;3:ns 

of sr;ull size and yield. 

said there were three sizes of 

of nozid_nal diazters 30",. 22", 

warhead on the bc&s 

and 15". Exact 

specifications in the nilitary requirements still seem sozeh?lat open. 

There seema to be no strong interest in the 3yi miiik_ 'weapon, which cocld 
c ‘< 

a \ .: & 2 
k&* \ 1 

.,, ,I- 

_. ___ - ._ _- 
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be Itade now with existing techniques. 

ln the 15” size for air-to-air rocket 

dellvery by a device such as TRI_OB W_ 

_. 

L-_-Z_ _--.-‘-- 
_-_ - 

Interest, appears to be greatest 

delivery, and in the 22” size for 
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. 

Tacti- 1 

dal bib 
Tests j 

I Thmilo- , 
nusle a$ 
y;?,er- ) 

ml ’ 
kiti- 
ator 

_ 

A gOrl weapon can be made now, with conventional c&hods. 
Ir' 

there w-me real kiterest on the part of the military establishment 5~ z 

wcapn of this size-yield characteristics considerable savings in 
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-- 

_ . 

._ . . 
- _. 

fissionable material could be aknplished relative to the smaller 

weapona, However the degree 6f such k?tereet is not at the momcx-$ claw. 

In a.brief question period the following &nte were brought 

out: 

The next presentation was by Dr. Schreiber on the subject of nuclex 
w-5 

NllCl~2El.I- safeing. He illustrated the problem by referring to a scaled-up 
:c: 
.&Sk 

%feing 
It is assumed that any accidental detonation will occur at oze point all;-, 

i.e. i,hat the electrical safeing is coz@etely reliable. The basic 

circu.xtance being worried about is crash on take-off, followed by fix. 

The following were given aa poss5ble criteria for nuclear safeingi 



_ . 

, 

Safeing 
criteria 

(1) 

(2) 

. (3) 

. 

: ’ 

alpha ie never 

alpha does not 

positivi j . . 
. 

. . J . 

i * 
. . 

become bositive &fob the system disassamblee, 

$,e, before about forty generation&j 
. . 

the nuclear explosion resulting from 

should not exceed that-possible with 
; 

carried by the aircraft; 
. 

a one point detonation 

the normal HE load ’ :’ 

. 
naafety by probability", Le. that the net estimate of the 

compound probability for the sequence of events leading to 
f . . 

an'accidental nuclear e$losion be acceptably *&z&3.. ’ , . 

_. 
. 

Dr. Schreiber favoyd 0, as a workab1e~driteri.o~~~; 
. . 

that the. ‘mm accidental nuclear yieli, be less 
.* . ,_+<, 4 _ 

A calculation has been maae for the~;ae&n d6 the as&m&ion~ that . 
b9‘ . . 

40% of tie nhm&l energy goes into the heavy metal., the.metal system 
‘- _-.c_4=;-h;w - --t_.._-- _ - 

:., ; 

preserves s&ericd symmetry, ad the t&e of implosion is inc-xesed 
. . : 

a h&or Ii6 (i.nSerse square root of E). The result df 
'. 

bang.would-result from one point of 

not nuclearly safe by this critericn. de&nation, hence that the, 

bW"- 
The Essumptions of the calculation 

_.p : 
3 accidental yield of themtnuld 

7 ;/ ." 

are conserMti\e, however, and the "j 

probabb not actually exceed 

PozGble Dr. Sshreiber said that an expzrinental cne point detonation test wol2.d 
I\-.iQear 
Zx'ety probably be proposed eventually. 
rzc -;c, 

_ - 

At this point there wzs a brief coffee break. 

Iqrove- fiaxt, Dr. XacDougaU S~SX; on ideas for Nrovements in the 30 %? 
me:nts . 

iz the region. The present has the following characteristics: 
30 KT __ M -7 

--i-. T’ Region wzight lb00 lbs, *yield ibout 30 KT, equivalent oralloy 
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Reczssel 
Detona, 
top3 

l?plro- 
CtjTU3IIliC 

IUP 

proveme 
Exter- 
nal 
Initia- 
ki.on 

,- .-- 
f - , 

.- . . 

* Tactical applkations of this 

.- 

d 

Enc 3ting 

, 

weapon would I.kvolve large numbers; it is therefore worthwhile to 

. 

investigate what could be done to reduce the equivalent oralloy cost, I 



. 
,y ..- 

_ t 

. . . 

_ - . ..- 

Possible It le not intended t6 ptish these develomente'for a test of Teapot, 
Tests 

but a te& might be made In abo& a year and a hali. 

and plentif 

. 

If 'Idirtylt pluto&m (high 240 content) becomea cheap 

Ve apn 
USC of 

through production in power reactors, it is of interest to 
: : 

Di?y it might be used & weapons. Dr. Mark made a few comneite 
Fl-Lonium . 

subject. 1, 
-_ 

oonsider how 

on this 
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.- 
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.- . . . 

-25 

Dr. Mark mentioned that the Greenhouse Jtem she 
. . 

pressure D-T gas) was deto&ed with a steady source 
. . 

Dirty plutonium [could obvious* have been 

After a few questions, Dr. Schreiber gave the next. presentation, * 

Weqnm on the subject of the ~33 if \;ranium-233 
USL? of ~ 
u- .?_?3 

. . 



_-. - 

. 

Test 
Programs 

t 
1 - 

_! 

. _ . . 

. 
Dr. Schreiber emphasized that the figures for the two size8 were cal- 

culated on different bases and hence could not be diwctly compared 

(it is not valid to conclude that the 

At 4:25 p.m. thie session was adjourned. _ 

FIFTH SESSION 

(July J-4, 1954) . 
The meeting be&n at 9:OO'a.m. All 

. -_. _ : 
_. 

-. .;’ 

. 

menbers'of the'conrmittee except 

Dr. Wigner were presdnt. 

other groups invol+ed in 

Dr. Graves g&k the 
s 

The Seketary and Mr. Tomei were present. The 

the briefings Were also present. . 
. 

first presentation, on the subject of the tes5 

programs4 After.reviewing operation& &id safety &oble&, partio&rly 

as affected by weather, he outlined the k-&n&g with kespect to the'. 
. 

next tests -- Teapot (Nevada, lMak&i ljr), Post~Te&ot'(Nevada, 1 

case study and for 

external initiation; a case 

There will be Li 

Consideration is also being given to a group of shots proposed by the 

military: a 2 KT high-altitude (l;O,OXI ft) shot for effects studies 

bearing on ground-b-air uses; a i5-30 KT tower shot for effects stu?i;s 

on drone planes; and a 1 KT underg&round (65 ft) shot, bearing MI 

demolition applications. The Pederal Civil Defense' Agency has t%&$ 



. 

_. proposals, an effects test on shelters and an ttopenVf shot (meaning open 

to large numbers of visitora). These will probably be combined with 

other tests. Dr. Graves remarked that it was a long list, with only 

&ted possibilities for making combination shots. He said it was 

proposed to group together the shots of different organizations. 

There are a number of possibilities for shots in Post-Teapot; 

. 'Z-stage tests; one point detonation; predctonation; an optimized 30 KT 
,.&4s, 

beryllium tamper; Li6D booster, 

or a gas booster; 30~~, 2 KT detioe.' Dr. Graves said that c 

good predetonation & beryllium tamper experiment had not been thought 

of pt. 

Red&g might include: a class D device, LASL; i class D device; 

Livewore; a class B weapon proof test, e.g. a 15,@00 lb shortened 

I' a class C weapon; and a high yield booste$- MT). em 
,._U.’ 

i ’ \,&@+” . 

Wigwam, a proposed underwater test, 30 KT atiCC0 ft depth, was 
. 

also mentioned. The nominal date is 15 May ‘55. _- ; I’ * - 

There was some discussion ant operational problems in tests, 

feEout from air drops, the possibility of even larger, multimegaton 

shots, the importance (pro and 

experiment. 

con) of dotig a good predetonation 

At lo:40 a.m. there was a coffee break; the meeting resumed at 

11x03 a.m. 

At this *ime Dr. Bradbury delivered a critique on the philosophy 

Philoso- of kzapon design. 
phy of 

--&1X;_-*- .z_:. - I?eapon From 1947 until 1954, Dr. 
--- . 

--.I 

Design 
has bzen definedbya 

Bradhury said, the country's thinking 

tkv dinsn_sioiml array, of koree v3rsu8 barb sizes, 



. . 

, 
. _- . : 

_ 

_ - 
. .-_ 

- . in 

He 

to 

. : 

_- . . 

wfiioh interchangeability of cores in bombs was a dominant feature. 

. 

expressed concern that this thinking -- "we don't know what we want 

do but want to be able to do anything" -- is no longer relevant or 

appropriate, 

. 
. 

. , 

. 

, 
sfnce 1954, 

set up cover the 
* 

the Go-stage classes A, B, C., and b &ich have been ! 
* * t 

spectrum of yields and of vehicles in the thermonuclear 

field. In a number of cases they 

fission bombs obsolete. The ME-b . 

appear to tierider particular standard 

and MK-13, with weights corresponding 

to dliss C, &e "dead dti&sil; Is ekyone gofng to care about using 8 

8-47 to deAver kiloto& Aen 3 MT bombs of the same weight are avau- 

iblei . Is the kK-5 v&h c&rylng -- who prefers it to a class D weapon? 

. 

The A to 

Dr. 

instead, 

D diasdes appear to cover the strategic area. 

Brac!bury spoke for abandoning the array ccncept. He suggested, 
* 

additional classes to cover'the tactical area. 

Wlass Es -- For fighter bombers, missile warheac!s, etc. 

This might be the size of ME-7, 3011, weight 1600 lb and yield 

Is this the proper size and yj.eld to fix on for 

the particular purpose? The real point is to fix on a device 

with characteristics that people want, and then to make that 

weapon the best we can. DqJ Jjzc$";g7Js 

Vlass F" - 30" @K-7), 1600 lb 

Vlass G" - There might be two las'ses, G' and G** in 

the 15-22" range, for air-to-air defense, anti-submarine use, 
4 

missile warheads. 

. . 
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I 

"Class HII, etc. -- Gun types. So far all guns are inter- 

changeable, which exacts'&nalties espkially when 0~8 goes to 

smaller and smaller designs. 

Dr. Bradbury emphasized that he was not proposing what the detailed 
L 

c&es desdriptions should be, but was proposing a philosophy, namely tb 

’ f&c on ,ty-pes & which large numbers are needed, to develop the best 

possible weapona; dth the best achievable characteristics; of each 
. 

typed with&t penalizing the design by requiring that the core be 

interchangeable with some other, i.e. strategic,. weapon. The main 

tactical classes will require large numbers, instant readiness, and 

very wide deployment. Under these circumstances interchzngeabiUty 

is 

an 

not relevant. 

The gain to be achieved from abandoning the array concept could be 

increase in the number of weapons by a factor of 13-23, without the 
I : 

use of boosting. If one accepts the further specialization of boosting, 

the factors are probably larger still. If one clings to the concept 

of FnterchangeabiXty, on the other hand, the further gains that can be 

made in the fission field are very limited. 

There was an animated discussion following Dr. Bradbury's qmarks. 

One point in particular was 

without interest‘. Opinions 

hoh=ver, voiced any dissent 

proposed by Dr. Bradbury. 

whether the gap between 30 KT and 1 MT xas 

pro and con were expressed, No one preser5, 

of principle hith the changes in attitude 

This session has adjourned at I.205 p.m. 

! 
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SIXTH SESSION 

0uJ.y 14, 1954) 
. 

The fin&. seaaion.of'the briefings was devoted to Liver-more mattore. 
. 9 

Liver- The -eting"&n at lt30 pm; . . 
more a -. . 

Brief-' 
ings 

Aft& brief comments by Dr. E. 0, Lawrence, Dr Edward Teller : _ 
. 

_.- . retiewed Livermorets thermonuclear p 
. . 

Dr, Teller began by saying that 

of the expected.3 MT) had been a very gre sappointment. The reason 

Analysis for the low yield was 
. . 

, 
was to be learned To do so was ill the more‘ 

important because 

and smaller TN weapons, 

Dr. Teller then proceede 

been learned from the 

ition of what had 

as follows, 

;__+d._. .. = -_-_ ._ 
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Pcssible 
Case Ted 

l'ostible 
Tests _ _&z++_-~_- ;_ -. 

--7 __ - :_ _ -‘I_---_ 
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-3% 
. .: 



_ c F--. 
. - .- _~1~’ -’ . . _-- _ - -- 

, 
; . - . 

. __ 

-pi+.;; _‘, 
. . 

. . . 

. 

. ._ 

i 

. There .wae a coffee break at 2:55 p.m. 

At 3:15 p.m. the neeting was’ resumed. Dr. Ydrk spoke about Like*- 

Small more’ 9 small weap TWO Unes &re beilng pursuedr Lr 

Ve 5;3ona 
Li.v3r- g and ets. Nost’progress hae 
more 

. 
‘.I . . ._ ._ _ . - . -. 1 

. --- . _ _-,. -. 
e-=:-k-- _ 

-L -_ - -.- 

CharactcEisticg of so& vario&- sizes bzre given as folloh-s. 

Dizzster 

7" 

iorf 

1;.2” 

3” 

10 ” 

12” 

Length, Weight, 
irxhes Dounds 

26 240 

36 
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I A test shot program for this developent has not yet jelled. The 
. . :- . . 

Poss2ble current &inking is to make one quite conser&ti~~'&o~ (not a prototJp) 
Tests . .. . . 

to be followed by a second shot. . ._ ~ .. . _ 

In the hydride program, Liver-more was explo&i the 'posaibilitiea 

I-Iydride. 
Program 

of substituting UH3 fy~ U metal. 
- 

- ;$\!~zJ 
L 

However, the situation was vwy uncertain. Various fabxicr- 
I 

tion and handling methods are being investigated. 
.‘ - 

There were a number of questions and some discussion about the 

ideas Dr. York had 'sported. 

This final session of the combined briefings closed at 4:2O p.~, 

-_ 
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The Committee met 

SEVENTH SESSION 

(July 14, 1954) . . 
:.’ . . . 

in executive session at 8:lO p.m. All members 
i _. 

were present .except Dr.' Wigner, The others present were the Secretary 

. andMr. Ton&, 
. ; 

l The topic of discuSsion was the aircraft reactor program, in view 

Air::& of: _ ‘. 

Nuclear , . , . : . ..- 

Propul- (1) Th 
. . 

e commenta in the Chai&an's Report of the.-40th Meeting (letter 
Sian 
Program I. I, Rabi to Lewis ii Strauss, %ne 3, 1954, item 2) to the effect 

I.. - ;: . 

that the Commi\tee was favorably impressed by'the plan to marry ttts 
-. 

ORNL-Pratt and Whitney programs for the tlfireball propulsion 

mechanisn?~~ 
’ . 

had heard of the G!3 and NDA proposals, and suggested . 
_ 

a study of the program as a whole to avoId unnecessary duplication 
I -: :. 

and to sharpen the objectives. : 

. (2) The request in the pre-meeting letter (H: D. Smyth to I. I, Rabi, 
, 
:, -_ 

July 9, 1954) for an elaboration of these c~kek.s, . 
, 

Dr. Rabi asked whether he had correctly expressed the Committee's 

position in (1) and received assurances that he had. 

Irz. Murphree remarked on some considerations by the Atcmic Energy 

Panel of the DOD which had also felt a 

Dr. Rabi asked Dr. von Neumann to 

ii;<_;_ current attitudes of the Air Force, in 
tG;es of 
t:lr- Air sation with Mr. Zbnerman, head of the 
Force 

study would be in order. 

set forth his understanding cf 

the light of his recent convorsa.- 

Operations.Fksearch Section of 

SAC. Dr. von Neumann responded with the following remarks. 

_._-_ _- _- - k- 0 



‘_ 
, 

-_ - _- . . 

. . 
‘. 

_ 
- -..-.. 

(1) It is realized that the 

destruction of aircraft on the ground, and not intistrial destruction 

* (2) 

All else is secondary. 

There is great interest 

--._ _ 

(3j The weapons which now exist oan essentially fulfil their needs. 
" . . 

The carriers leave much to be desired. 

(41 They are very interested in cork& f&ng, an& u&$~ that thir 

(5) 

is not receiving more attention, 

Ballistic missiles may become very important, but they-will not 
. 

. 

(6) 

supplant aircraft. At least one more heavy plane cast the B-32 is 
. _- 

needed; Nuclear propulsion is very much de&d; it ia considered 
.: . . 

more important than bomb development, _ 
. .__ -: *_ '- .. 

The dispersion ideal would be about five p&es-on an air field. 
_ -. __L . . 1 

Considerable dispersion may be expected in the next 2-3 years. 

Speed may not be decisive in a heavy plane. High altitude may be 

more important. 

I _-._ - 

Y ’ - . . 

.- . . 

main mission is now anti-air force, e.g, 

. 

. * 

3n large weaponee 

i 

a 1 .. .: : . -__ , 

There was a lengthy discussion on the proper attitude for the SAC 

to take with respect to nuclear aircraft dsvelcpment_and its organise- 

tional arrangements. Most of the members were prepared to endorse the 

great urgency of this development. Kr. Kurphree, Dr. Rabi, and Dr. xn 

Nem were particularly inclined to this view. Mr. Whitman, on tke 

other hand, tended to take a more cautious position. He said he \ras in 

favor of a nuclear powered plane but 'Lms not convinced it shoul&~?$$$ 

first priority. 



. 

_ -%. 

‘, 

. . . 

.- . . . 

_ - The Committee found no reason to revise its conclusions as 

expressed in the Minutes and Chairman's Report of the.ltOth Meeting, 

The present problem appeared to'be one of emphasis, and-of the best 

organizational arrangements for achieving the desired ends. It wa0 
2’ 

tentatively deoided that the Reactor Subcommittee w&d study the ! 
. 

situation, and visit Oak Ridge and GE, before the next meeting. 
,. i 

._ 

. 

The following 

which took place. 

Dr. Rabi said 

two paragraphs convey an idea'cf_the:,discussion.. 
- X.’ . . : - 

that he had changed his opinion on the urgency .of 

this development in view of the way the Air Fotie now u;lderstands its 
_ 

missicn. He cited a discussion which Dr. Fisk and he'had'had with 

General Bunker on the need for a long flying air platform, one aspect 
. - . ‘. , 

being its possible use-in very early warnings I&g’rzng~ zockets may _ 
._- . 

. : : 
not come in in time for the air field'demolition missions. Yr. Whitman 

_ . 

felt that one way missions would be Lneviiable,“‘&d'therefore that 
-. . . 

chemically poh-ered planes would serve. Dr. von Neumann said that it 

will be seven or eight years before intercont-dental missiles furnish 

a slight retaliatory capacity, ten years before they sup$a.nt msnned 

planes. Therefore another generation of Emed planes is needed. 

Nuclear fuel will be an important sup$eaent to chemical. 

Dr. Rabi wcmdered'whether the proposed org&eational arrangem=,:lte, 

involving Oak Ridge, C2, and NDA, reaw would give the best way to get 

the best effort behind a high priority p_-ogram, Wmld a special 

organization set up for the purpose be xzore effective? He.worried t-hit 

&T, ‘==;-. ----- .- - 

a collection of little projects would tend to dissipate effort, and 

_.. __ -. - 



. 

.: 

,‘?” **- c _ \ , _- . . 

would fail to ooncentrate enough 

observed that the best Oak Ridge 

reactor program; it seemed to be 

Laboratory's 'commitment. He did 

push on the program, I&, Whitman 

people were not on the a&raft 

grudgingly csrried because of the 
, 

. 
not feel that the program should take 
. . 

priority over the homogeneous reactor development at Oak Fiidge. Dr. : 
. 

Rabi and Mr, Murphree disagreed, pointing'out that Oak Ridge's responsi- 
. . 

bifity is relati&ely much less in the power program than in the air+ . 
: ..‘L . : _’ 

craft reactor program -- perhaps a fifth ~9 a half. Mr, Murphree felt 
_ 

there should be two, or perhaps three, concurrent developments; the 

art is still too fresh for the job to be left with a single organization. 

The responsibilities assigned to GE could not be hen away at this .s 

stage, but their effort might be pepped up. 
. 

The Oak Ridge-Pratt and 
: 

Whitney combination is a logioal.one. However, Oak Ridge is probably 
: 

not going to push hard enough; perhaps the responsibility shoirld bs 

given to Pratt and Whitney. A third logical combination-would involve 
_.. ~ .: 

NDA, with responsibility for experimental work assigned to one of the 

laboratories. 
L 

Dr. von Neumann left during the above discussion, 'at 9:OC p.mr 

After this discussion, Dr. Rabi brought up a matter concerning 

Distri- the distribution of the Kinutes. The General Fanager had asked whether 
btii,ion 
of CAC they might be shown to Commission staff concerned with certsin autters 
Xir_utes 

discussed by the Conx&ttee. Dr. Pabi had advised.the General I!Lnager 

not to do so, commenting that the Chairman of the Cdttee could not 

approve such a step without authorization from the full Committee. 

_*f<...M _' - - I There was some discussion on this mattir. The s+xding~restriction on 



. 
_^ . 

._ . . 

- -_ -. 

- . 
. . 

distribution of the Minutes and access to them was felt necessary in 
- 

drder ihat the members should feel free to speak frankly and freely 31 

their discussions, and in order that the record might preserve as xuch . 
. 

of the character of these discussions as possible. The Chairman's 

Reports to the Chaitiman of the Commission, on the other hand, are the ' 

property of the AEC; and their distribution is determined by the AEC; . 
. . 

The &mnittee unanimously agreed to continue its standing restrictions 
, . 

on distribution of the Klnutes and access to them.L- and specifically, 

in the case in point, that the Cor&ission staff should not h&e access 

to them. _ 

This session waqadjourned at 9:35 p.m, - 

EIGHTH SESSION 
(July 15, 1954) . : _. 1 _ . 

The Committee met in executive session at 9:05 a.m. All aembers 

were present except Dr. Wigner and Dr. von New&n. The Secratary and 

Mr. Tomei were present. 
_ - 

Attention was first given to the BiXnctes of the 40th Electing. Dr. 

Kinutes Wigner hzd submitted a correction; this 5rzs accepted. Other zerzbers 
of the 
I;.@3 also had some corrections. F'inal approval was post_poned until later. 
1+42ng 

Next, Dr. Rabi read to the Corznittee the titter which he had 

e&r2 i.?,er written on June 14 to the Commissioners on the case of Dr. Op?er\-heirliar, 
..‘C :-,. 
Lr , Since it was necessarily semi-official because of his 0x1 position he 
Q?mheiner 

felt it proper to ask whether the Comittee wished it incorporated -in 

the Minutes. Various expressions of approbation for the letter were 
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Next, the Chairman asked Dr. Libby for ccxnmente on the progress 

Sunshine of 'Project Sunshine. 
Progresd 1 

Dr. Libby briefly reported that fallout over the 

continents from the Castle series had been very large, that it had not 

i 

iet shown up in food and human samples. It was expected to show up irr,: 
c 

vegetation and food by Thanksgiving,. and in humans by caster; Rise. ;. 

- / .’ 
-I- _---- e-e-. --u-d. --_,a..-_-_:. . . 

by a factor tirenty was anticipated. The project is mder the AEC . . _---_- 
bivisioniology mzedic%ne. Dr. Libby has responsibility for 

.; 9. .'. .i .': i . 

food and h&& a&&s, Dr. &lp and Mr. Eisenbud for fallout measuremente 
- _ . . . . 

At 9430 a.m;'the following persons joined the meeting: Mr'. 

Straussi Ilri Brad&-y, Dr; 

Hall, &. Quinn, Dr. Fine, 
. 

Mark, Dr. Schreiber, Dr. Frozm~, Cr. 

and General Fields. Dr. van Heumann 
. . 

Jane 

also 

entered at this tiine. Dr. 
, . 

&x &y entered h few m&&es later, 
. . . 

Dr; Libby went on to Say that the subject was likely fo become - 

a matter of more tid more urgency. The effort was being expcxbd 
1 

somewhat; further expansion might be needed, depending on results - 
_ - . * 

which should be in by the end of the year. He said that ruthenium as 

well as strontium contamination might become dangerous in the region 
-;_e-. - _-.__ -~---.a-_____c --- 

of 2-20 x 103 megatons. 
'T----=;--_------+----..._ 

Dr. Rabi then called on Mr. Strauss for remarks; the latter hAd 

none at this time. 

The meeting was turned over to General Fields, who had asked to 

bring up the question of U-233 production.' 

General Fields reported that, th, n Divisions of l!Sitary Applicz.',len 

and Production had racommended to the General Hanager, for approval cz 

a planning basis, the large scale pro&ction of uranium-233. If 



_. 
. . -. 

_ - 

- . . 

approval was granted, the 

but instructions buld be 

such production. Advance 
‘. 

immediate dollar costs would not be large, . 

given to the duPont Cornpaw to look toward 

instruction.- was needed by duPont for their 

planning .and process development . 
. 

The central reason for the recommendation is the 

- . 
1 

..’ . . 

U-233 
Produ&io 
Program 

: 
. 
. . . . ‘* 

*_ . 

._ - i 

.~ 
--- ___ .-. 

The following production schedules have been proposed for con&k?+ 

'tion, Case A refers to no U-233 production, Case B to the proposed 

schedule including U-233, . 

Case A 
ard 
PJase B 

- i ____d__._._ 

_.,..-_--T--- 

Production throuEh 1961 

Case A Case B 

. 

_ - 

Difference’ . . 
I 



_- . 

_-. 
. - 

_ . 
-. 

‘i. . 

. . 
J ._ 

Corresponding Number of Core4 

Actual No, 

A value ratio of' 
r! 
is assumed. . 

The effective number of cores is calculated 

_. . . . . - . 

- -_ _- ?--_-.__ 
_- . .-a-._ 

Effective NO. 

. . 

: 

oti the assumption that . . - -- 

I 

! 



. 
_-_ 

: 

L. _r- ‘a,’ 

. . 

., .-. 

. . ‘,, l * tj - *’ . 

At the suggestion of Dr. P. C. Mm, some f&es pert&.ning t0 the’ 

- . 
steady state after 1961 weA given. Adva&&* (1) 

. ,: : 
. . . . 

weapons per year, (2) doll&r savings of-$30 _$J.lion/ye 

in plutoniurh produc- 

The first *i&3 invol&3 the 
I b-. ; 

value ratio ofwU-233 and plutonium; the second derives from the U-235 _ 

burn-up. 

Dr. Schreiber said 

an assumption about the 

uncertain. If Pajarito 

,,&+ @b : A.@‘.. ..,_: ; 
that the, elat&e valuk figure contained 

. . . - 

neutron &ocity in U-233 which is sobewhat 
a.-.. . . - 

m&&.&&ts~~are oo&edi t&’ velocity m& be 

Ciscus- 
sion of 
Case B 

Possible 
U-233 
Bomb 
Test 

- _ A--\__ 
_. _L.z-_ 

= ._- 

higher than assumed, and 

Dr. von Neumann put 

mai& shows that case B 

nuclear program; for all 

degree of freedom. 

., 

the &tive value correspon&ngly higher,: 

the argument. for case B a$:' the bookkee&g 
. . t* . . 

would not make a major upset in the thenno- 
. 

other 'purposes case B ~ovihkcs~'&*&portant 
,'.. ._ 

3‘ . 
. . _ I . 

Turning to Mr. Strauss, I>r. Rabi isked Why &k-us,' &$ so III& 
j - __ r 

advantages are evident?n Mr. 

previously not been so clear, 

matter for GAG consideration, 

Dr. Libby inquired as to 

Strauss replied that the &antages'had 
l *. . l . 

and that in any case it'& an appropriate 

- I 
the certainty of the cost‘estimates? *. 

_. 

G, F. Quinn said that they were the best available, alihough it tras txe 
. 

that experience was lack&g in large soale thoriumlpro&sing.-" 

Hr. Murphree a'sked whether there was a possibili'ty that'&233 
. 

might have some disadvtage in weapons. I!!. Strauss- said he had 

wondered about this and whether one should make a test before rushing 

-into large scale production. Dr. Bradbury coxmnented that a test would . 

certainly be h-ted; hut that the low neutron background is definite 
.% 



. 
r 

_. 

i 

. 

. c 

_ f- )* 

. . 

and U-233, which is Intermediate between Pu-239 and u-235, c&t & 

anything funnyin a bomb, : 

There was some'discussion, contributed to by br. _Hall and Dr. 

Impurity Froman, about the neutron background. Impurity sp&ifioations,'would 
Specifica- _ 

tions be about 5 times more 
for U-233 

the basis of U-233 in 

production processes, 

rigorous than for production grade U-235. ti i 

hand, which had been purified by the standard 

it appeared that the specifications could readily 
: - : ,.. _ . . . 

be met. 'Even if .the those specified, 
‘_ -. 

1 ! , ‘.., ; y ; 
‘; 

Dr. Rabi asked what would be the effects yea= by year if the 

. 

. .‘. 
_-+ : 

program were started in the immediate future. Mr. Quinn replied that: 

next January one Savannah r&actor would be put on U-233 production, . 
. _ . ;- . . 1. . 

nine months later a second, and then a third. O&rakons'&ould conti& 
: - . 

with three reactors on U-233 and two on low g/T plutonium, as controllec 
a. . . 

’ by the'separations capacity. 
.- -- __ 

.e . 
-.: . ‘. i. . . . 

_ . _ 

Two years from now the thermonuclear &quir&eht will be met by 
. 

either sc'hedule d or schedule 8. +he m&in differences are in u-235 

and high g/TPu. The present steps hotid be to approve duPcnt 'planning 
. 

and to commit $35 millIon late in the fiscal year for plant modifica- 

tions and construction. The duPont people anticipate no great diffi- 
- 

culties. Dr. Rabi asked how upsetting ii, would:be .f one had to 
. . 

r-tvorse the program later. Kr. Quinn indicated the main thing P-Quid 

be the conversion of the Purex plant back tc its original functions. 

Th0riUlIl Dr. Rabi asked about the supply of thorium ores.. Mr. Quinn in- 

__ -__-_--_ Ore 
.--*--.- 

SUPPly --&-ted that the amount now available--is sufficient for three years; 



r 

- . 

. 

after 1957 a‘- -per year would be needed, Several of 

thbse present commented that this was a more favorable situation than 

the one,with respect to &k-&in ores. 
. 

Dr. Rabi in&red from Dr. Bradbury what arguments were against 

iti No& appeared. Dr. Bradbury said that the‘strongest'argument fir 
. 

U-233 was the increased degree of flexibility in weapon design. He 

would s&l advocate the proposal even if a bri idea developed tich 
. 

would greatly reduce the 
.; i . -._ 

The neutrons were not being thrown away; the added cost is not great; 

the weapon design and ore supply advantages are very considerable. 

To a question of Dr. Rabizs on possible effects on the Livermore progrz 

he said it would give them another parameter to v&k -with. . 
_ . . l 

? -‘. -. __ :y :.; . . 

Dr. Rabi asked whether t larger critic&.~n&s would introduce 
i 

Dr. Kark said 
\- _. ’ 

., 

this consideration was already in the exchange rate. 
.-. . 

Mr. Whitman said it would be a good thing to get a second raw 

material into the-program. He also felt that the reactor program 
. 

b;suld probably benefit from this extension of technology. 

Dr. Libby, who said he had been searching for an objection to 

schedule B, observed that it might remove the precsure from de;-elo$_ng 

the technology of separating pU-2kO frcm l5gh g/T plutonium. It VQS 

. felt, hohzver, that this has not too ?ikely. 

Dr. Rabi said his view has that the proposed step my be a gmd 

thing but is not likely to be of practical significance in the theme- 

nuclear program. There w5.U continue to be every incentive to i;npro-.-e 



. . *_ -’ 

_. the primary-- 

etiggerated, 

'turm out to have bcm 

Another advantage of U-233, ted out by Dr. Fine, wa8 that if 
. 

'wouldpermit 

. Further advantages were'ieen to be the lower todcity of U-233 (Dr. 

Lliby), and the related technological and fabrication advantages (Dr. 

Schreiber). 1 . 
. . . 

: ‘.‘. .. I 

Dr. Rabi asked if the program would interfere with tritium produc- 

Inter- tion in case a requirement for that material came along. Dr._ Hall stid 
action 
\difh that tritium is made on the excess reactitity,.that 
-;ritiurn 
Produc- will be available in FT 55, and that this rises t 
tion 1 

Quinn said that the changeover to thorium does not affect the tritium 
. . . - 

picture as it is now understood. 
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._ . . 
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Dr. Rabi said these arguments would make hqm perfectly happy if 
! 

there existed a good theory for the yield. However, he wo?iLd like to 

see another point on the curve closer to zero time., in order to check 

the validity of the extrapolation. , 

Dr. Mark said that the difficulties in predicting 
- 

fields before 

the shots were not now relevant. The yields of all of the shots made -- 

40 to 50 in number, and in assorted configurations, $.t. - can now Ye 

calculated well. There is every evidence that the calculations are 

sound, and no reason to th5nk there is any)Yhd.ng mysterious or interest- 

ing in the untested region of the yield curve. It is not clear what 

use could be made of a minor correction. 



_- 
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r 

,‘ke t-hg 
wifh the 
Chairman 
of the 
GGInmiS- 
sion 

_ _ :-: 1.;-2 ._ : 
.- 

-;L .-. __ -- 

Dr. Rabl said that he could see a UB~ from the customer end, 
I 

Th&e wlllde a lot of bombe'of high g/l', and the military users 

tiuld want to have solid knowledge of the spectrum of yields. He 
: : 

4el.t that military interest in such information about the stockpile 

might develop considerably; 
. . * : 

‘. 

It was pointed out that the two signifidht technical qUeStiGn8 

ax% (1). what ie the probability that a neutron is present, and (2) 
(.. : _ __ : .. 

&~&II that; what is the aeld. 
: 

Dr. Bradbury favored a laboratorp 
. ‘. , -. T’-_ -. ‘-. . . 

for a period of about &'&&A~ before returning i&fe3tigation af (1) 

to the question of a 

Dr. Libby asked 

neutrons per fission 

test &hot. 

about the British report that'the number of 

has a wide spread, Dr. Mark said the report was 
. 

that the number varies with the energy of the fisoicning neutron. 

If the British paper is correct, the 
. 

probability would be reduced to abou 

some check experiments; 
. . 

With these remarks 

Dr. Rabi asked Dr. 

I 

they will take 

the discUssion Las concluded. 

Bradbuxy whethe r there were any other matters 

he would like to bring before the Committee. There were none, and 

with the remark that it had been a superb briefing Dr. Rabi eaid that 

this part of the meeting was concluded. 

There was a brief break. The 

for a discussion with the Chairman 

4: Mr. Strauss, all members of 

and the Secretary. 

Cominittee reassembled at ll:ZO'a.m., 

of the Commission. Those present 

the Committee except Dr. Wigner, 



. 

,.. -- 
. _ 

_- _ 
_ . Mr. Strauss. spoke at some length on the Oppehhei& case, referz3ng 

. 

particularly to the Commission~e difficulties.& m&taining its pol?.cy 
. . 

r 
of no comment and to reactions to the Coxmission's deCi6iOn, a6 mani- 

. ‘fested in letters &d in the press, He e&pressed understanding for 
!’ 

the feeling at Los &LEI~~. 
,-. 
The fact that Dr. Oppenheimer16 &and on ’ 

. . 
the thermonuclear 

decision probably 
i 

He mentioned 

‘the Lab&at&y on 

questicn had hah no weight in the Commission*s 
. 

. 
help& in regard to the Los*&nos reaction. 

.). 
-.. . .<.. *- 

: i- _ . 

that he was deliv&_ng a P&side&al citation to 
: - 

its extraordi&y accomplish&nt~;‘:~~: .* 
. . _ , -. ‘. 

Dr. Rabi asked what would be the aftermath df the. Ccnmission*s 

Aftexi de&ion on the Oppenheimer case. Sir& associ&ons- had. played such . 
math of . 

. 

the a prominent role in the,case, there was considerable'apprehension that 
Oppenheimer 

. _ . : . . . -. . 

Case a large drive overemphasizing associations a6 dercga&G information 
_. _. . . 8. 

would be made by security offices. Mr. Strauss ai6ured the &nmittee _-- 

that this apprehension was unfounded. .Sever& Costtee members 
. 

_ ... ._,. *e. . . 
* -* .a.;.; ,; ‘. ‘. 

remarked on the vex$ grave morale.problem in the Commission's labora- 
L. " 

tories which resulted from the case. Dr. von‘ieumann said that from 
. -_ . 

a Practical. point of view thins problem made it very important for the 

AEC to make clear its criteria of associations, particularly in view 

of the opinions recorded by Mr. Zuckert 2nd Mr. Murray. Mr. Strauss 

indicated that 

. ..a . . . -- y- 

the Commission would bring out & September a statement 

- clarifying the 

GX Attention 
Opinions 
on U-233 the individual 

._I---zY 
. 
:_ ___- _- 

security regulatidns. 

was next turned to the U-233 question. Dr. Rabi a&g:! 

members in turn to express theirviews for the benefit 



7. 

_. of the Chairman of the Commission, The members responded ae follnwa. 

Mrc Whitman: We should go ahead with the proposed 
. 

U-233 program. . 

. Dr; Warner: Agreed. At the worst, we,aren't losing 

much. _. ; . . 

Dr. Fisk: It is essentially a stsnddff in terms of 

number6 of weapons, The 
. . . . . .._._,’ . . 

bothersome. 
. ., ‘... ._._. *. 

is to be based on this consideration,'it 1; &se&&l to 

obtain the opinion of the milit~ establiskent. h'owever, 

the - flexibility argument, and the fact that it is not c 

significantly costly program suffice to. support pro&233l B. 
* - . - --_ ; _ _ -- :_ .i y 

Dr. van Neumann: 
.; ',,' -i' . : y ; 

Agreed with Dr. Fisk. The nuclear : 
_: _I .s,--;_:; . ..y>.;: - 

. . . s.1 ._...T . .._.r .‘;-.:_i_ .-. Lc 1_.-.: 
situation contains mav plus-and-minuses &d.the_ bookkeoging 

. .- .: _; . . _-_ : 
is very qualitative;' but the gain in fl&bility is very _ 

: ..- _> . _ _ 

important. There are m&y advantages in.che~st&~&d 

metallurgy. It is fortunate that the reactor situation 

is such that U-233 production c& now be 5njected kto 

the program with no major dislocations. As a secondary 

effect it will be of value in help%g free us from bias 
0. \ _ - _. .? -‘I_. :._ _- J. ~ 

and be more attentive to possibilities of w?&others, 

_. ~ ._. _ ._ 
_I., -. . - 

e-e 

. 
e.a.-the Russians, may be doing. 

or. Xurphree: Was in famr. The progrvn might 

more advantages than csn be foreseen at present. 



_i==?_?_---Y r -- - i 

__ 

_- _. 
-_ 

Dr;. Li%byt Was completely in favor4 Hoped the effort . 
. - 

to p&y pltitoi?ium of ~~-240 would not be sei back. 
- . . . - 

_ Dk Buck&eyi Did not feel qualified ta hve ak. 
. 

ikependent opinion; Gas always against more &omplications, 
. 

bui if there were a real advantage to U-233 would be swayed 
. 

._ 1 

by that consideration. . . l . 
. ; . 

: . , 

Di, ftsbi: Was ~on'ticed in the meeting. 
. . 

No l&s or' :.. ‘i 1 . . 
~ t : - 

long term disadva&.aiasa& invoived, and no element of -:” . 
._ f - 

danger &aS discotered. &e.ktdvantages of k.&Zcity -&d .' ’ ’ .’ - . . 

flexibiu& a&e impieksive. 
. . . 

Strongly supstied the proposal. s 

item 1) ’ 

the opinions would be changsd if it, 

(Appendix B, 

Mri Sttiauas inquired whether 

. i&e iound that the 'overall capabilitg,_ti 
- . 

hr. Rabi said his own feeling of approval 

there we$e no short term disadvantage. A -- 

tie rade up by building another plant. He 

_ *. . 
number of crits wo&d be less. 

-_ : 

would continues as i&ig as 

Iong term one cotiti alCayS - 
-. - _ 

&ld have opposed the 
._ -. 

proposal had it shown a short term loss, i.e. fewer weapons in 158. 

Dr. von I!emann pointed out h<th eqhasis tl-4, there should be a 

test shot; he would prefer 

shot later. There was some discussion of the need for a test; ark 

while the Cozlttee wished to defer until later any specific &oTz%&- 

tioa for a U-233 shot at Txpot, it agreed unztiously that there sY-.mld 

be a test as soon as practicable when a sufficient amount of U-233 13 

a&Yable. (Appendix B, item 1) _ 

5-6 __- -- 
_- . - _ ._- 

. - 



Brief consideration was given to 

Aircraft Dr. Rabi advised Mtii' Strauss that the 
Nuclear *. 
Propul- tional reoommendatidna until the 
sion . . . 

Program matter further and-had reporter& 

Reactol' Subcomnittee had studied the 

He mentioned the Subcannnittee's plan. 

Mr. Whitman announced that Dr. Wig&r 
. 

Reactor to visit Oak Ridge in Septem&r. 
Subcom- . I 

mittee had been reached by telephone, and would'be able to attend on the 
Visit to 
Oak proposed dates of September 21, 22, and 23, (Appendix B,.item 2) 

. 

the aircraft reactor program. 

Committee would defer any addi- 
. - , _-. 

Ridge 

. 

were 

. 
this 

. 
‘. 

GAC Dis- 
cussion 
of in 
Weapon 
Briefings 

At kr30 p.m. this 

-, ,-_ - - f .._. . . 
session was adJourned, *:if ’ I’ 

i - 

__ ‘. 

,. 

-2. 
:- 

.T_’ ._ ;.._ . 
. 

_NINTH SESSION' 

(July 15; -1954) : . 

The Committee met in executive session at l:45 p.m. All members 

present except Dr. Wigner, and Dr. Libby, who was absent frcm _, 
. . r 

session. The Secretary and.&. Tomei*were pre~ent..~ . 
. . ..>.-f.: -_ _.. : 

The Chairman called for views on the weapons pr&m~ as presented 
_.. ‘_Y,. _ . ..-’ 

the three-day briefing.. 
. - 

,: - :;..: 
_ -1. _ . 

. . 

Dr. Fisk, and others,. remarked on the ve&'great importance of 

Sandia the Sandia Laboratory. The time has come when the demands on Sandia 

should be determined by the mission of the Arrzed Services rather than 

by the potentialities of new weapons. The Laboratory, and what it 

represents, should grow more and more in iq~ortance relative to Los 

Alamos. The weapon philosophy arguments set forth yesterday by Dr. 

Bradbury were illuminating, and should be very carefully considexd 

in planning Sandiats future efforts. Systems studies, in which Saqtia 

_ I _ --_ I-y-*. _ --- 
.___ __-- .- 

. . 

_ _ _- _ __. 1 _- 

-. _.-. 



-_- - -: 

ha8 a strong capability and a strong intereat, are a prerequisite to 

The ‘. what Dr. Bradbury ie trying to do. . ..’ . 
Revolution 

1 

in Weapons Dr.,Rabi commented in thi8 vein, saying that Dr. Bradburg remarks 
and the . 
Growing had made clear the camplete~revolution which ha8 occkrred in atomic 
Importance f 

of weapons. There will be very little resemblance between the situation: 
Sandia 

two years from now and that two years ago. Dr. Rabi remarked on the 
1) , 

maturity of the weapons art, the great prominence that systems engineer- _._ ; 

ing must now have, end its intimate relation to mi,c.sions and to the 
i 

stockpile, The duty of 

of developing a general 
. 

. 

ensuring the most effective use of weapons, &d 
I 

philosopfiy of weapon utilization will devolve 

, 
more and more on Sandia. 

There w&e several comments on the need for encouraging and . 

Need for utiliz&g Sandials capability and interest in sys",kms engineering. . 
. Encourag- . ' 

ing Some member3 had gathered that the'new Area Manager was not providing 
systems .L'. .-. 

Studies such encouragement. There was some discussion of the"Giter. The 
at 

-_. _ 
: -1 

Sandia Committee did not feel it would be appropriate %o make formal comment 

at present; however it %a8 hoped that ways would 

this vital work. The feeling was expressed that 

manifest a lively and continuing interes'; in the 

Laboratory. 

. -. . . . 

be fount! 50 encourage 

the Committee should 

bark of the Sandia 

It was remarked that the Sandia presentations were in &nerel ~e.ry 

good, although the weapon effect presentation was poor. .The latter b-ss 

probably a case of having misjudged the audience. There was also 

some disappointment about the to-do raised by Sandia on the difficulfies 

_____=__._~_~.._ .- --- 
-. of contact fuzing. However the significance of this was difficult to 

-. : -1 __ 

_- _- 
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. 

LO8 . 
Alamoe 

Liver- 
more 

_ c -. ). .- 

/ -’ , ..* r L # * ‘.: , : ;‘. . 
‘. 

.._ -. _ 
-*:. 

) .f 

. * .’ % ‘. ,‘ 

_ . ’ . 

. - 
- ll;-Tc - . . _-. - 

, . -v-. . - -- 

. . 

judge in the context of the general situation on systems studiee, 

(Appendix B, item 3a) ’ .: :Y: 

. 

’ .,’ 1 

Mr. Whitman said'that the Los Alsmos -presentation was a very high 

'grade job, and this seemed to be the unanimous 

added that, moreover, one geined'an increasing 

maturity in the Laboratory, Mr, Nurphree said 
l 

feeling; Dr. Fisk 

feeling'& strength 

that Ik, Bradbury's 
. 

Dr. .Fisk suggested proposal on weapon philosophy was a sound one,. 
. . 1: ._ ; 

-. . 

an-d 

that 

the CcxrmSttee not attempt to judge that point of view now, but should 
_ _I, . 

call attention to it) to i<s real importance', ‘and id’ the importaice of 
._ _ 

erzmining it. 

The next 

(Appendix B, item 3b) : ‘_ . 

subject discussed was the Livermore report. Dr. 

renarked,8 and _:. ** Dr. von Neumann agreed,.that the analysis of the 
._ i -_ . . + 

results had been a remarkable job of diagnosis.; The Laboratory 
_. . . 

clearly has very capable people on its staff; it is unfortunate that 
_; . - 

they are not being effectively utilized up to their abilities. 
’ . . ‘- 

Dr. Fisk said he felt the CAttee 
-. 

could 
_. : 

program. He was concerned, d,weve'r8 about Dr. 

and wondered what,+ 
/,-Y'~,*~ 9 

action of the Laboratory's 
* “*A’ 

endorse the small weapon 

Teller's 10,000 MT gadget 

effort has being expended 
. 

on the Mr. Whitmsn had been shocked by the thoupht 

of 10,ooO MT; it would contaminate the earth. Dr. Flabi's react.ion -&s 
- 

that the talk about this device was an advertising stunt, ar,d not to 

be taken too seriously. 

With regkd to the small weapons, Dr. Babi said he had felt -tk;sre 

was something very amateurish in the way the objectives w-ere defizdd. 

. . The program was being Set up without-any study of how the.- hzAd be 
_-. .- _ _ .-_ ---- fought, what the planes and rockets actually would carry, etc. 



Two different explanations were advanced to explain the state of 

Diffi- the Liver-more program, (a) the'* the objectives are's& up and the 
culties ., 

with problems originate; and (b) the administrative organization, 
LivermO~ 
Program Dr. von Neumann said that the obJeotives are being defined 

essentially aa to do something more risky than tos'Al&~os. 
. 

This puts: 

them in the frustrating position of not having a-real progr& of their 
l 

own. Dr. Rabi said that Livermore has no respc&bd&ty for any . ’ 
_ .ld .,.. . . . . a-. : .,‘.L’_ ’ 

necessary part of the weapons prog&m. He would*like to see a clear. 
.._ . . 
:_.; , 

ditision'between Los Alamos and Liver&~ w&h~'r&pect to'defined and 

different objectives. - 

However, the ma& problem, according to Dr. Rabi, was administra- 

tive. The Laboratory would become a very effective organization if 3 
. .)‘ 

really had a director. At present, responsibilities are Svided in _ 
._: ” _ . : _ :. _ _:: i- _ 

such a way that the arrangement Works against-the' developient of 
. __. _. ‘. . . : -, .. . _ . It. _,.. Ir .i . . 3;.., .: 

strength and purpose. in the'organization. 
__?a. .A._! -. 

The Com&si&n~ should insist 
_' .. -,. .-:. ._ _ . .I. 

_. .~ ..:.: . 
on a full-time director; the Laboratory is.too big-to run in a haphazard 

way- Dr. Fisk agreed. 

the Laboratory lacked a 

needed correction. Dr. 

He also felt that Dr,.von Neumann's point that 

clear job to do ~-as serious. This situation 

von Neumann agreed that the Labo&tory was 

being run by very bad organizational principles; but it was fun_=tio.tig 
-_ :. 

% 
pretty well in spite of this. He said that the presentation had bees 

good. 

Gapon The general feeling 
Subcom- 
m<%tee more rational definition 
Study of 

_ *__y_.zi __--4 I Liver- method of administration 
more 

and greater strength of purpose, and that the 

should be improved. Defore the Committee wxild 



_- 

--- 

. 

. : 

Test 
P_rograma 

be in a position to make any detailed recommendations, however, it 

wmild be necessary for the Subcomnittee.on'~~eapona to stu& the situa- 
*_ 

tion end render a report, The work at Berkeley &uld pr:obably be 
. . . . L 

included in this study. (Appendix B, item 3o)'_'; ..: ” _’ 1 
: , - 

: . . 

The next subject considered was that of the test programs, Dr. !' 
. .. ., - 

Rabi felt that the plans were perhap.s over-elaborate. Dr.' Fisk pointed . 

out, however, that a criticism to this effect;was_scarceG Justified, 
._ . 1 : 0. _. *,y..y 2:. ,_ :_ 

since,Dr. Graveshad cautioned the audience r~~atedl.y in his presenta- ?- _ : _>:Ti_ :;: .-j _y -- 
tions that he was merely describing candid&es fortest shots, There 

. 
were not as yet w firm proposals. All of the Ltems w%re interesting 

_' I 

.-to consider. (Appendix B, item 3d) . -1. . _ 
.- 

The next point considered was how the Committee'shokd comment en 

PhTlos- Dr. Bradbury;s concluding talk. 
ophy of ** 
Weapon saying that attent& should be 
Develop - : __. . . ; 

ment . weapon situation, to the thirigs 

. 
r’ .;. )‘ :. i.__’ 

i 
-1 

Dr. Fisk summed'-$.the_'&scussions by 
. _. _ 

-I _ ..?.yL7!. -Z’ ., 

directed to tde"revo&io~_& ihe- 

. 

. . 
. 

i; : 
- -._ - 

./ =_: ;+. .;+.y&-y’. :--.:’ . . ._ _ 

which. ar? now im&rtsnt to be done. 
: .: ?. .:-_,_f,_;:__ _. ._ . _- . _ 

*. ._:.c - 

The Committee should point to the need for'-L&ty._& ihe ohjeotives 
. . i r. 1. : . 

of the weapons programs, and the need for joint &icipation by the ,. : *. '. -_i .'_ 

laboratories and the military establishment in'studles aimed at.' " 

achieving this clarity. (Appendix B, item 3e) ‘: 

The Minutes of the 40th Keeting were further considered. Ch the 
2 - - 

:Z_nutes motion of Dr. Fisk and second of Dr. Warner, the Minutes, with incXv&~: 
O.-Y the 
XIth of certain rephrasings suggested by the individual members, vzre 
!&?eting 

_-. 

approved. -. DOE ARCHIVES _ ‘_ 

As the next item, Dr. Rabi called for a report of the Reactor 

Subcorxnittee on the meeting at Chicago. ._ 
_-- . _ ___ :. _ 

. . 

. 



Report 
Of 
Reactor 
Subaom- 
mittee 

Boiling 
Reactor 

.-. -_ __-_.-r__- -*_ 

-e--r- 

Mr. Whitman began with the toiling reactor. Dr. Zinn was now 

testing excursion conditions and various types of shutdown fuses. The 
- . 

finaltest was to be a runaway experiment in tiich the assembly would 

be allowed to destroy itself through melting of the fuel elements. ’ 

Then a new assembly would be set up at Arco and'operated till the enoh 

flies. The new assembly would incorporate various improvements aad -* 

would be used for additional tests of boiling‘operaticm. .:’ : . 

A tentative, and somewhat tight schedule had-been established for 
: . ‘. .- r. _. 

building the EER (experimental bo&ng reictor) at:ANL. h It provides fcr 
-_ - . 

preliminary design now'.complefed 

selection of architect-engineer 

construction begins 
_ . 

core fabrication 

reactor critical 

1 September '54 

lApril'l55 '-:. -. ’ . 
2 _ ; . . - 

..t 
'ca.lyeari.; ._ 

. . 
. . , - 

end of 156. -_ 
;. 

The Subcamnittee was in accord with these plans.-: Mr~~~&&.said . 
. . ..I - _ T.. _ ~. . 

there was a problem about the contractual arrangements. Dr. Zh ’ 
; 

thought the work would go better with a lump sum plus fixed fee contract 

but the ARC had not yet assented. Dr. Z5n.n believed ,hit $3.5 tillion 

would,be adequate for the job. 

4 The BER hould use light Hz0 and s'iightly enriched fuel. It wzild 
- _ 

-_ 

produce 600 lb steam and furnish 5 megabztts of electric pc-&r for 

distribution. 

Some other points on boiling reactors were the following. It is 

hoped that 40% burnup can be achieved with fully enriched fuel, l$ w.i's-h 

naturaluranium. .-Heavy water might be preferable in a large unit; the 

._-___. 



. . . 

. . . 

.; . 

.- 
: * 

_* 

4 
.: . . . 

-. 1 

-. 

_- 
_.. : : 

cost of a turbine system does not seem excessive. Dr. 

concentrate his efforts on small. reactors and 'specific 

a big p&r reactor. He 
. 

felt that industrial int&est in a big reaotor 

. would not interfere with 

tests need to be carried 

to burnup and corrosion. 

zfnn wants to 

problems, not 
. 

on 

his o\dl interests. A large number of oomponent 

out, e.'& on the resistance of fuel elements! 

; -. 

..’ 

Mr. Xurphree added the following points: .‘.‘.;_-,: ; 

(1) Dr 

, . 

: B.nn has some worries about the use of .Lgoactive steam 

in turbines, id tits todo e&riments to &&ate the'possible ’ 
. 

troubles. - -’ .. .‘. _ ‘_i 
. 

(2) He also wants to evaluate chemical costs. It appears that to 

throw away the spent fuel instead of reprocessing it would add only 
. - 

l-13 mills to the cost per kwh, : k 

(3) Under some conditions of operation, fuel elements worild have to 

last as long as seven years in order to achie& the desired burnup.. . . . _ 
. : .-. . . 

Hence, corrosion problems become of particular'&nport&ce, and they 

require study. Some work is being done on corrosion resistant %eatP; - ._: . . 

but at present they feei they have to rely on jackets. 

Mr. Whitman added: 

(1) that Dr. Zinn wants his boiling experiment to be thought oi z-3 
. . 

*Jtrivial" so that more chances can be taken in bolder experimentation; 2 

0 . (2) that the program presupposes a long term developxnt of fuel 

elements. 

At 3:15 p.m. Dr. von Xeumann left-the meeting. 

_ _,_&__ .-L__- 

.__ -. : 

. . 
. . . . 
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Dr. Rabi asked the Subcommittee to prepare a wrihen report on the 
. 

Laboratory and the boiling and fast breeder reactor work to eerve as a . - 

basis on whidh the Committee could answer the questions which had been 
.._ 

'put to it. (Appendix B, item 4) I - . 
. 

. Mr.'Whitman then commented briefly on the fast reactor. The t 

Breeder c&tical question is whether it can breed if *lited with structural 
'. 

materials. l The relevant experimental data should be available in about . ._ . . . - . . . . 

ayear,'. ., . 
. , ..: : ._ 8. . . . . * : . . 

It-is proposed to'build EBR number 2 at A&o;. at"a cost of $19 
.: 

million, according to the following schedule:_ 
, - 

_. ,_ 

development only &,l July"19jj ..' 

architect-engineer . (1 _ 11 
: 

. 

bui&ng con&ruction :. . April 1956 1. : *-. . 

January 1958 
_ . : 

. . 

Mr. Whitman said he had been impressed by the fact that Dr. ZSnn~s 
-. 

enthusiasm on the breeder seemed much less than on the boililng reactor. 

Mr. Murphree commented that breeding had only a l&g range importance, 

in view of the available ore supply. He has inclined to support the 

breeder on a long range basis, but not as an urgent project. It could 

be pushed harder than it is being pushed, but it would be difficult to 
. 

find justification for doing SO. 
. . 

A number of other topics received p assing nantion in this fiscus- 

sion. (Dr. Z inn's attitudes toward homogeneous and liquid bismuth 

reactors; ,his apprehension about the leak hazard in the use of liquid 



. 

. . 

__- - .- 
_ 

.: 
sodium in graphite reactors; the lack in the reaotor program of a workin 

policy teamcbmposed of'experts in the field; &estion as to why build 
. 

a power reactor at Los Alamos; naval reactor studies; opinion that the 

reactor program should be pushed now for reasons of international 

'prestige 

Mr. 

and that eoonomio reasons wxld eventually be valid.) . ! 

Murphree noted a specific point'relevant to the health of the 

Availa- 
W_ity 
of 

program, that ANL does not at present receive reports from Hanford or 
. . . . . : 

Iii&&. 
: 

I'This.was f&t to be unfortunate. Tne Secretary was. Savannah 
Hanford .- . . . . .*.*._ . ‘_ 

and directed by the Chairman to red&d this-p&nt~inti& I&nutes. 
Savannah 

‘. . _. 
., . 

fs~orta b The Committee agreed to comment favorably"on the AXL program for . 
to ANL 

_. . . ‘. 

. developing the boiling water reactor and to recommend that it should 

. 

:: , 

_ . . 
: 

receive strong Support, inolutig the minimization of:contractual dela:ra 
,:- . 

Other *recommendations should await the more de&led written report -.;. 
_ .: 

, . . .‘. . 

the Reactor Subcomnittee. (A&n* B, item 4) 

At this point Mr. Tomei.was excused from the meeting, 
,__.._:. .: 

.._ ‘_ ;.- . ,. . . 

!I% &estion of dates. for.'the next meeting was considered, In 
.._ a- T . . : I 2 1.. _ :- 1 

of uncertainties as to the membership of.the Committee at the tine 
_. ..:‘_ .:. . . : _ ,- .-. 

. 

from 

View 

_ -_. 

Dates 
IJext 
Feeting of the next meeting, no firm dates were established. It was agreed that 

the meeting would be held sometime between Octcber 1 and 11, 1954; and 

tentatively selected. .. (Appendix B, item 5) 
_. 

that there be a session on weapon effects 

the next meeting, tith Dr. Scoville to atten? 

the hth, 5th, and 6th were 

Mr. Whitman suggested 

and on Project Sunshine at 

if possible. (APPW- B, item 5) Dr. 

might also be asked to take part in the presentations. The latter 

possibility was left open. However, it was generally agreed that it -+2s 

t&x for closer contacts between the GAC and the Sandia organization. 
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At this time Dr. Buckley took occasion to express his regret that, 
. . 

in v&w of the expiration of his term of appointment, he would not be ’ 
._ 

present at the next meeting. Dr,,Rabl and other members 'expressed their 

waxz~ best wishes to Dr. Buckley ad their appreciation for his services. 
. ’ 

on the Committee. . ; 

There being no further business, this final session was adjourned . _. ’ 

at 4:05 p.mi’-. * . : 3 _,., e i 
’ 
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l&t Meeting of the General Advisory Committee 

. Tentative Schedule and Agenda 

. . * 

_ Mondav, July 12 (at Sandia) . 

8:OO a.m. - 
1:OO p.m. - 

Tuesday; July 13 

l2:CXI noon -- Presentation by'the Sandia Laboratory 
395 p.m.. -- Presentation by the Sandia Laboratory 

(at Los'Alemos) 

l2;15 p.m. 
\' 

- Technical Presentation by LASL 
4:30 p.m. -- Technical Presentatron by LASL 

9:00 a,m, - 
. : ’ :‘. 1:30 p.m. - 

I :_*:. 

lJ&lha~. July14 
_., : 

. _ ,: 9:CO a.m. - l2:lfi p.m. L Preseniaticn by LASL 
_._ . : _. 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 pa _.: 

- Technical Presentation by UCRL 

t J _8200 p.m, -_ 9:30 p.m* -- r . . Executive Session (Committee business 
_-. .J .: ..-, . . 

‘ _ IT&s.-. 
, 

::- ;_-’ :._ . 
and NDA matter) 

. L’. ?.- -_ - 
-.T 9:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. -- Executive Session (Report of Reactor 

. . Subcommittee and other matters. The 

c -\ 

f .-I 
. : 

a- 
- : 

i A 
i 

. . 
;f -- 

:;_, 2 
. 
. 

: 

. 
: ‘. 

_- _- 

li30 p.m. 

. . :. Committee Kll meet with'the following . 

‘. persons at the latter's convenience: 
Cen. Fields, Dr. Pittmen, Dr. Bradbury, 
Mr. Strauss'- probably connencldng at 
about 10:00 a-m.) 

-Executive Session 

- . Y-- ..L_._. 
-. 

. .._*__ _ __--I_ _. -* 

._ - 
- _ . . 

,-_ _y_--__ __:-r. ;- 
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